For both “use of force in defense of persons” and “use of force to effectuate the arrest,”
the person claiming the defense has the “burden of injecting the defense” at any trial. Section
556.051, RSMo.; Section 563.031.5; Section 563.046.4. Once the person claiming the defense
has produced evidence – either through his own evidence or through the prosecution’s evidence
– supporting either defense, the burden of proving that the person claiming the defense did not
act lawfully under these two statutes falls on the State. Section 556.051; Section 563.031.5;
Section 563.046.4.
Analysis
In this case, the statements of both officers indicate that the suspect was armed with a
deadly weapon, was fleeing from the officers at the time of the shooting, and that Officer
gave a warning before shooting Harless. This testimony is confirmed by the dashboard video
from Sergeant
car on which Sergeant
is heard stating that Harless had a gun
before
shot Harless. Additionally, both dashboard videos contain statements from the
officers directing Harless to get on the ground before any shots are fired. Furthermore, the
physical evidence included gunshot wounds (including lodged bullet fragments) to Harless’ hand
and apparent gunshot damage to a gun (which contained a live round in the chamber) and a gun
magazine (containing multiple live rounds) found in close proximity to Harless’ body,
supporting the statements of both officers that there was a gun in Harless’ hand at the time of the
shooting.
The physical evidence documented at the scene demonstrates the damage to the handgun
and magazine believed to be held by Mr. Harless. The photographs of the weapons are depicted
below, however, other evidence depicts wounds to Harless’ hand, indicating he was holding the
weapon in his right hand when struck by Office
’s gunfire:

Crime scene photograph of magazine and handgun recovered from the scene marked by orange cones
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Close up photos of the magazine with apparent bullet hole damage and handgun recovered from the scene.

In light of this evidence, at any trial, Officer
would be entitled to an instruction on
use of force to defend himself and Sergeant
Additionally, Officer
would be
entitled to an instruction on the use of force to effectuate an arrest. Both instructions would, at
the very least, tell the jury that Officer
was justified in using deadly force if he reasonably
believed that Harless was attempting to kill or cause serious physical injury to either Officer
or Sergeant
and might indicate that Officer
was justified in using deadly
force if he reasonably believed that Harless was about to commit or attempt to commit assault
(either in the first or second degree 53) of a law enforcement officer or was about to resist arrest
for a felony offense (tampering with a motor vehicle) by use of force.
At the present time, there is no apparent evidence to rebut any claim of defense of
persons or use of force to effectuate an arrest. The videos and the physical evidence support the
version of events given by both officers, and the statements of the two officers are consistent
with each other on the essential facts of the case. Based on the current evidence, the only
conclusion supported by the evidence is that a reasonable officer in Officer’s
position
would have believed that it was necessary to use deadly force. As such, there does not appear to
be a reasonable probability that any charges against Officer
would be meritorious.

Conclusion
In light of the above evidence and principles of law, the Committee has determined that
Officer
s shooting of Mr. Harless on February 4, 2016, appears to be justifiable under
Missouri law on the specific facts of this case. Officer
was placed in a situation (an armed
suspect who disobeyed orders to stop and drop the weapon) necessitating the actions that he
took.

53

A person commits the offense of assault of a law enforcement officer in the second degree if,
by criminal negligence, they cause physical injury to a law enforcement officer by means of a
deadly weapon. Section 565.082.1(5). Given the facts of this case, if Harless had discharged his
firearm at Officer
, at the very least, Harless’ conduct would have been an attempt to assault
a law enforcement officer in the second degree under this provision.
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While the death of Scott Harless is a tragedy for his family and our community, that
tragedy does not warrant the filing of charges against an officer that acted within the limits
contained in the law.
Sincerely,

______________________________
Jean Peters Baker
Prosecutor for Jackson County
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